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This story is about a brave and resourceful young man called Matthew
MacMill. MacMill is the leader of a group of scientists and engineers who
work at MacLabs where they invent clever devices for the benefit of
mankind.
As a hobby, MacMill and his team of MRacers compete in the World
Mountain Race (WorMRA) series, hoping to win the Platinum Salver.
Their main rivals are the Z-CARS, led by a Cyborg called ZED-ONE. The
Cyborg is ruthless and will stop at nothing to win by adding illegal additives
to his Z-PLAS fuel. ZED-ONE never obeyed rules if they got in his way.

Chapter 1: MacMill’s Mission

Matthew MacMill ran across the rough ground towards ZED-DEN, the massive industrial complex where
ZED-ONE manufactured his illegal fuel additives and other noxious chemicals.
The sky overhead was cloudy and moonless. ZED-DEN stood in pitch blackness, almost invisible to the human
eye, except for a dim fluorescent glow given off by the swirls of dirty yellow fumes escaping from the
domed roof of the monster building. These fumes filled the air with a stench akin to burning rubber.
MacMill did not smell this as was wearing a special helmet incorporating an integral MacGel air purifying
filter, another life-saving safety innovation from MacLabs Inc.
ZED-DEN was the domain of ZED-ONE, the self-styled Zylonic Overlord, the ruthless owner of Z-CORP.
ZED-ONE had once been called Zak Zed but when he lost his arms and legs in a car crash, he had been
fitted with eight robotic leg-arms, which made Zak Zed into a Cyborg (part human, part robot). This was
why he had changed his name to ZED-ONE.Z-CORP was the highly secretive company responsible for
inventing and manufacturing Z-PLAS, the Zylonic plasma fuel used throughout the modern world to drive
high-performance vehicles, ships, submarines, airplanes and rockets. Because he controlled supplies of ZPLAS, ZED-ONE charged exorbitant rates to anyone who wanted to buy it. This had made him a very rich
man with plans to dominate the world and make everyone obey his every whim.

Matthew MacMill was moving as quickly as he dared, holding a MacRay detector gun which bounced highspeed invisible photobic beams ahead at the dark terrain. The ground was barren, uneven and fraught with
the danger of acid quicksand pits and hidden man-traps. If tripped into action, a trap would spring shut
with lightning speed and could chop off a leg, an arm, or even chop through the torso of an unwary victim.
These spring-loaded traps were decidedly illegal and nearly always deadly. ZED-ONE never obeyed rules if
they got in his way.
Behind the young man lay the towering outer perimeter fence with its massive coils of razor wire. This was
an obstacle which MacMill had easily defeated using his MacPower boots. This special footwear employed
mag-force rays to lift him up and over the high-tensile steel fence, using the ferric ion energy emanating
from molecular structure within the fence.
The MacRay pistol and the MagPower power-boots were innovations from MacLabs Inc, where Matthew
MacMill and his team of scientists and engineers developed new technologies for the benefit of mankind.
Because of his car accident, everyone was sympathetic to the Cyborg ZED-ONE when he appeared in public
as the Primo Driver of Z-CORP’s team of Mountain Racing Cars, the Z-CARS. And, it had to be admitted,
ZED-ONE was still an able and daring driver, although not nearly as good as Matthew MacMill. In addition
to his role as PPO (Principal Projects Officer) at MacLabs Inc, Matthew MacMill was also Primo Driver for
the MacLabs mountain racing car team, the MRacers.

In this additional role the young man was the current leader of the Platinum Salver Series organised by
WorMRA (World Mountain Racing Authority). ZED-ONE had been striving to win the Platinum Slaver for
years and his bid for the trophy would be decided by the outcome of the Grand Final due to take place in
a few days.
Z-CORP was operated by teams of robots directed by ZED-ONE. Before his accident, Zak Zed had been a
gifted scientist with expertise in nucleate chemistry, giving him the ability to create highly illegal special
additives for his Z-PLAS fuelled racers. However, the exhaust fumes created by these dirty additives
were extremely damaging to the ozone layer and had been banned by WorMRA.
Scuttlebutt from around the race circuits rumoured that ZED-ONE was planning to cheat to win by doping
his previously approved plasma fuel with an illegal booster additive, masked to make it difficult to detect.
ZED-ONE never obeyed rules if they got in his way.
The purpose of MacMill’s intrusion into ZED-DEN was to check if this rumour was true.

Chapter 2: Stealth Approach
MacMill’s head was enclosed by a protective MacHelmet, a multi-media virtual-reality shell festooned with
an array of sensors. These sensors were connected by MacTooth near field comms pulses to an ultrafast
MacDot computer. The computer was called “Aleesha”. This tiny but immensely powerful computer was
housed in the MacAction belt around the young man’s waist. This belt also carried special tools in various
pouches with other tools and weapons carried in his MacPack, a clever rucksack which incorporated many
additional features.
Aleesha was programmed to ‘survey and protect’ MacMill in whatever environment he might be required to
operate, over and above his roles as PPO at MacLabs Inc and Prime Driver of the MRacers team.
Inside MacMill’s MacHelmet was an info-screen called MacView which enhanced the low-light visual
environment of the night scene around him. What Matthew saw in the MacView screen made it seem as if
he was operating in bright daylight, rendered by Aleesha in full 3-D High Definition colour.
As MacMill moved forward, scanning ahead with his MacRay pistol, Aleesha processed the data from his
MacHelmet sensors and provided an interpretive running commentary through a tiny earbud hidden in
Matthew’s left ear canal.

Although the inner perimeter near to ZED-DEN was being constantly scanned by invisible surveillance rays,
Matthew MacMill was impossible to detect. He wore a MacStealth suit made of special MacFlect material
which scattered incoming light waves across the full spectrum of electromagnetic radiation. This meant he
could move freely, protected and secure, unseen by the human eye or sensors of any kind. This suit also
had many other features which enhanced Matthew’s powers.
Aleesha was a very talkative computer and spoke in a high and reedy, posh voice.
“Master MacMill, I must advise extreme caution. This building is almost impregnable. You are placing
yourself in great danger. In my opinion you . . ..”
Although MacMill knew that Aleesha was a merely a very powerful MacDot computer, he was accustomed
to thinking of his MacDot as a female human assistant.
“Enough, Aleesha, you have been moaning on about this for hours. Be silent, please, and do your job. Find
me a safe entry point.”
The MacDot’s voice stopped at once. The sound of MacMill’s voice was transmitted through a throat
microphone and could not be heard outside his helmet.
As Matthew drew nearer to the high building, “Justor” circled above him, like a small, faithful, energetic
dog chasing its tail. Justor was a hoverdrone. Although invisible to the human eye, when rendered by
MacView, Justor had the appearance of a large soup plate.

In normal circumstances Justor was tethered by an invisible laser beam which pulsed instructions from
MacMill’s voice-activated throat microphone, relayed by Aleesha.
In technical terms Justor was merely a ‘dumb’ hoverdrone, with two-way communications channelled by
Aleesha, putting the hoverdrone under her command. By this stratagem, Matthew was free of the minuteto-minute responsibility of minding the hoverdrone as if it was a ‘real’ dog, although that is how he thought
of his drone companion. Normally this method worked well. In the same way as Matthew thought of Aleesha
the MacDot as a ‘she’, he thought of Justor the Hoverdrone as a ‘he’.
Like MacMill, Justor was also coated with MacFlect material and could only be seen by the special sensors
in the young man’s helmet. Justor’s hoverblades were contra-rotating to limit sound emissions, making ‘him’
almost completely silent in operation.
Thus, in practice Justor was an operating platform for additional sensors which streamed audio, visual,
chemical and electro-magnetic data directly to Aleesha for interpretation and decision filtering. In this
way Justor was essentially Aleesha’s ‘eyes and ears’. However, when required, Justor could deploy certain
offensive capabilities.
Aleesha spoke again:
“Master MacMill, I am pleased to advise that there may be a possible entry point through the refuse slot,
located at grid reference . . ..”

“Yep, OK, got it, thanks.”
Matthew stopped close to the sidewall and looked up at the slot through which the Z-CORP disposed
unwanted debris and broken parts from their manufacturing processes. The slot was thirty metres above
his head and covered by a security flap, jammed slightly open by a piece of rubbish.
“Justor, fly up and examine that gap, check if its large enough for me to enter.”
Aleesha replied, using Justor’s barky synthesised drone voice: “At once, Master MacMill.” The hoverdrone
soared upwards towards the slot. “Yes, Master MacMill, the slot is most suitable. I propose to disable the
security flap.”
Matthew leapt back, and only just in time, as Justor emitted a slicing high-energy laser pulse which seared
through the hinges of the flap, causing it to drop to the ground and land with a loud clang.
“Hoy, Justor, watch out, you nearly flattened me there!”
“Sorry, Master MacMill, such an error will never occur again.”
“Aye, right! You’ve only said that a million times before!”

Chapter 3: Breach

Using his MacSucker gauntlets, Matthew climbed like a spider to the gaping hole exposed in the sidewall.
He looped through the slot and stood on a high ledge to get his bearings. The vast space was inky black
except for a spooky yellow glow coming from the far distance.
“Justor, fly to the other side and report findings. Take great care.”
“At once, Master MacMill.”
The drone moved silently off into the gloom becoming smaller and smaller on Matthew’s MacView screen
until it disappeared.
Aleesha spoke again: “Master MacMill, I am sorry to advise that your drone assistant Justor is now out of
communications range. In accordance with the agreed interface protocol your hoverdrone has switched to
autonomous control. Master MacMill, please be aware that I cannot be held responsible for his behaviour.
I must also advise with almost 100% certainty that an error situation will arise. Master MacMill, I am sorry
to advise that in my opinion you must immediately abandon th. . ..”

“Enough, Aleesha! Silence!”
The MacDot’s voice fell silent.
Matthew knew that Aleesha’s advice was almost always accurate and that Justor could be impetuous and
error prone in certain situations. The young man decided to leap to the floor and chase after Justor to get
back in comms range. Before he could do so a new sound filled his helmet.
“Clickity-Click-Clickity-Click-Clickity-Click”
Aleesha spoke again:
“Master MacMill, please be aware that a Z-CORP Mark 32A guard robot is approaching. The model Z-32A
suffers from an inherent design defect, giving rise to the unfortunate clicking sound that I have just
rendered to you in a version within human hearing range. This faulty emission it is in the ultra-sound range.
I am programmed to scan all such wavelengths. Like most of the ventures undertaken by Z-CORP, the
upgrading from the Z-31E model to the Z-32A was poorly executed, leaving many weaknesses unresolved.
In my opinion . . ..’
“Yes, Aleesha, I know all this. But despite its many failings and weaknesses, with its photon cannons,
anesthetic darts and carbon fibre capture nets, the Z-32A is still a powerful enemy.’

“You are of course correct in this assertion, Master MacMill, but just to add, if I may be permitted to
continue, I have read its databanks. The approaching Z-32A detected the sound of the metal security flap
falling to the ground. Fortunately, it has not yet communicated this information to Z-CORP Security Centre.
It is programmed to reconnoitre before seeking authority to act. Its databanks show that there are
frequent incursions of large rats into this building. These rats carry a deadly plague virus. I and must advise
the we withdraw immediately. In accorda . . . .”
“Enough, Aleesha, how much time do I have until it arrives?”
“Master MacMill, I regret to advise that you now have only 34 seconds until it arrives, now 30 seconds, now
25 seconds, now 20 seconds. . ..”
“Silence, Aleesha, I have the Z-32A on screen.”
The Z-32A guard robot stopped directly below Matthew and began wafting is sensor tentacles, sampling
the atmosphere and listening with its powerful microphones capable of detecting the heartbeat of a house
fly. Its globular head was twice the size a soccer ball, sporting seven vision sensors which bulged like eyes.
This odd-looking head sat on a thick plastic collar called the comms-annulus. The comms-annulus glowed and
pulsed continuously, revealing the location of Z-32A’s computer and communications centre.

The comms-annulus sprouted thirty-two armwands of half-a-metre in length, each with a different
function. Some were sensors for ultra-sound detection, some were air-sampling sniffers, others were
weapons of different kinds.
The comms-annulus was supported by a thick metal plate below which three spindly legs reached to its feet
which comprised rubber multi-balls capable of generating rapid motion in any direction.
Aleesha spoke again:
“Master MacMill, I have analysed the vulnerability of the Z-32A and I am able to advise the comms-annulus
communication collar can be easily disrupted by an accurately delivered hit from your MacLance. In my
opinion . . ..”
“Yes, I already know all that! Silence, let me concentrate.”
Matthew held his breath then slowly detached the smallest MacLance from his action belt and held it
loosely in his outstretched hand, took careful aim, squeezed the firing bud and the laser pinged at the
junction of the baseplate and the comms-annulus.

The pulsing glow from the comms-annulus flared to a bright blood red then faded to black. The armwands
froze and the spindly legs collapsed. The Z-32 toppled over. Corrosive fluids from its unregulated chemical
powerpack caused the heap of metal, plastic and rubber to melt down, disabled beyond repair.
From the surrounding utter darkness, hundreds of hyena-sized black shapes raced towards the dull glow
of the debris. The black plague rats screeched as they fought each other to consume the remains of the
Z-32A guard robot. Within seconds there was no trace of the meltdown. Reluctantly, when they were sure
there was no more food to be had, the black shapes skulked away one be one, snarling at each other. Because
they could not see or hear MacMill, he was relatively safe.
Matthew was alone again.
Aleesha spoke:
“Master MacMill, I regret to advise that prior to final meltdown, the Z-32A comms-annulus transmitted
an emergency distress signal to the Z-CORP Control Centre. My sensors reveal that fifty further guard
robots of assorted model types are now aware of this fact. In my opinion it was . . ..”
“How much time do I have?”
“Master MacMill, I regret to advise that the first of the guard robots will arrive in 63 seconds, now 60
seconds, now 55 seconds, now . . ..”

“Aleesha, silence.”
The young man leapt from the high ledge, landed on all fours like a cat, and began to race towards the far
side of the ZED-DEN in the direction of the yellow glow. Moving swiftly on his MacPower boots he made no
sound. His MacView screen showed that he was heading directly towards a squad of five Z-32s. moving side
by side, taking up the complete width of the alley between the high storage racks, blocking his path.
Matthew knew that because of his MacFlect suit they could not see him.
Aleesha spoke: “Justor your hoverdrone assistant is now back in comms range. In my opinion . . ..”
Matthew cut across Aleesha to issue a command:
“Justor, attack the five Z-32’s which are blocking my pathway. Aim at their comms-annulus collars.”
Aleesha replied in Justor’s voice: “Master MacMill, as you are aware, my greatest pleasure is to obey your
commands. However, my laser energy banks are somewhat depleted. I have already disabled several other
Z-32’s who were annoying me. May I suggest another plan?”
“If you must! What is it?”

Justor appeared in Matthew’s helmet screen hovering directly above him, high in the darkness of the ceiling
vault. From the underside of the drone a rescue platform dropped, suspended by an ultra-fine, ultra-strong
MacStrand carbon filament cord.
Out of the gloom the squad of Z-32 guard robots advanced, moving at high speed.
“Clickity-Click-Clickity-Click-Clickity Click”
The young man stepped onto the platform.
“Justor, raise me, NOW!”
The drone wound in the suspending cord and lifted the platform high into the roof vault. Together the
young man and the drone flew towards the yellow glow. Because the MacStrand cord was almost invisible,
it might have seemed as if MacMill had levitated and was now flying. However, since he was in his
MacStealth suit, he was unseeable..
Below them the squad of Z-32s raced past, heading for the spot where Matthew had eliminated their
comrade. Of course, what they would find would be – exactly nothing! The plaque rats had made an excellent
job of scavenging the robots remains.

Chapter 4: Discovery and Decoy
“Justor, what did you find at the far side?”
“Master MacMill, I will stream a video edit of my visit to your MacHelmet but I suggest I take you to see
for yourself?”
On the MacView screen, Matthew could see a large yellow plume rising from vat of bubbling liquid. Clouds
of stinking vapour pooled and swirled at floor level. Any human foolish enough to walk unprotected near to
this vat would die a horrible agonising death from corrosive chemicals shrivelling their lungs, melting their
skin and liquidising their eyeballs.
MacMill guessed this must be the unburnt residue from the illegal doping agent to be added to the Z-CORP
plasma fuel. The MacView display confirmed this by listing the chemical constituents sampled by Justor’s
sensors.

Aleesha spoke: "From this analysis, it is clear the Zylonic doping agent has been formulated from Marmite,
rotting bananas and the outer coatings of red and blue Skittles. I have posted full details to your datastore for further analysis. Initial simulations show that it offers a great advantage to the Z-CARS team
in the forthcoming final race of the WorMRA Platinum Salver series.”
Running true to form, the notorious ZED-ONE had once again demonstrated his clever knack of unlocking
the nucleate energy of simple foods to convert them into illegal and powerful additives for his fleet ZCARS. ZED-ONE had been cheating for years, perfecting his chemical cook-ups, looking for the ultimate
formula. ZED-ONE never obeyed rules if they got in his way.
Witnessing this scene in its horrible stark reality, Matthew had no remaining doubts: the doping rumour
must be true. Matthew now had the proof in Aleesha’s data banks. But WorMRA might dither, or even
refuse to act if ZED-ONE used his wealth to bribe them. The Grand Final was only three days away.
MacMill made his decision: “Justor, lower me onto that balcony, beside the door.”
Inside the office complex, Matthew eased himself along the passageway. Justor hovered directly above
him, scanning and sampling, checking for problems. The MacTooth coms bud in Matthew’s left ear was now
tuned to the Z-SEC Control Centre channel. What he was about to overhear would make him very angry.

The imperious voice of ZED-ONE, the Zylonic Overlord, spoke, loud and booming:
"Z-SEC Commander Stinkman, can you assure me on your very own battery life, that the scourge of that
juvenile pest Matthew MacMill has been eliminated, at very long last?"
(This was not his true voice, which was small and squeaky, but a fake voice created by a Z-CHANGER.)
Matthew could see light spilling out from an open doorway ahead.
From behind MacMill the familiar tell-tale sound betrayed the approach of the guard robot assigned to
patrol the corridor.
"Clickity-Click-Clickity-Click-Clickity-Click"
MacMill used his MacSucker gauntlets to climb the side-wall and dangle from the ceiling, intending to allow
the Z-32 to continue its patrol without finding him. Studying the robot in his MacView screen, Matthew
realised it was a Z-32C, the latest evolution in the Z-32 series. This improved model had a protective
trititanium shield around its comms-annulus, making it much less vulnerable. It was also fitted with the
latest photobic cannons, ten times more powerful. Thank goodness I am invisible, Mathew shivered.
The Z-32C stopped and to his horror Matthew saw the cannons rotate and point upwards in his direction.

Aleesha said: “Master MacMill, I regret to advise that this latest version of the Z32 appears to be able to
‘see’ you. I have studied its databanks which reveal that it has an improved version of the old-fashioned
SONAR technology once used in submarines. Very crude, but somewhat effective. In addition, I must advise
that the Z-32C has transmitted a message to Commander Stinkman at Z-SEC Control, requesting
permission to destroy you. I regret that this might be my last transmission. It has always been a pleasure
working for you. Goodbye, sir.”
“Justor, drop the MacMelt capsule on the robot - NOW!”
MacMelt was the code name for a grey-green corrosive fluid capable of melting the toughest materials and
turning them instantly into an inert mound of steaming splodge, a substance which looked and smelled like
the defecations of a diarrhoeic diplodocus. The problem with MacMelt was its ultra-high density. Because
of this Justor carried only one capsule containing a mere thimbleful but weighing the same as a fully-grown
elephant.
Justor obey at once. On hitting the robot, the tiny glass capsule exploded, creating a fine mist of liquid
droplets which enveloped the Z-32C. The MacMelt droplets worked swiftly. With a quiet hiss, the guard
robot melted down into a shrivelled heap of useless junk.

Chapter 5: Cryo-Freeze
During the seconds that followed the destruction of the Z-32C, many things happened so quickly that even
the superfast Aleesha found it difficult to manage the data effectively. This meant that MacMill had to
rely almost entirely on his innate genius.
Inside ZED-SEC Control, Stinkman, a ZZ-99 robot with a ZED-TriTrillion processor, detected the sudden
and inexplicable loss of the powerful Z-32C guard robot. The data showed that five seconds earlier the
robot had requested permission to eliminate an intruder, then it had disappeared from the system. For the
ZZ-99, this ‘result’ did not compute, suggesting that yet another software error had occurred in the new
prototype Z-32C. Stinkman was used to failure among the many types of robots under his control. Almost
all had developed faults. The M32-B series had proved a to be a catastrophic failure.
Stinkman eased towards the corridor, moving in ‘caution’ mode. Remaining inside the open doorway,
Stinkman stopped and extended a single robotic bright red tentacle arm into the corridor, keeping its main
body hidden inside the ZED-SEC Control Centre. By combination of laziness and arrogance, ZED-ONE had
not authorised the fitting of the new SONAR detecting system to Stinkman. Because of this the ZZ-99
could not detect either MacMill or Justor and so they remained invisible.

Aleesha spoke, no longer in her normal languid and lugubrious style, but cryptically, urgently, with an edge
of fear in her high synthetic voice:
“Master MacMill, be aware that Stinkman the ZZ-99 has a Z-WAFT cannon, capable of deconstructing
every molecule into constituent atoms. We must flee or die.”
Matthew MacMill was an accomplished warrior and not easily spooked. Still dangling from the ceiling, he
reached over his shoulder and retrieved his MacCryo pistol from his MacPack. This was MacMill’s favourite
weapon. It had a variable power slider control on its grip, beside the “Fire” button. At maximum power
setting, it could envelope and freeze a five-bedroomed mansion at distances up to ten kilometres. At
minimum setting it could freeze a single ant at the far side of a rugby pitch.
“Aleesha, enable the MacTask target acquisition system and connect to my trusty MacCryo.”
This was the key to the success of the MacCryo, the ability to target with high-precision which the
MacTask system enabled.
Aleesha replied at once: “All Systems are now interconnected and calibrated. Ready for use.”

MacMill spoke: “Justor, pay ZED-SEC Control a visit and find out what our odious friend Zak Zed is doing.
Stay low, low, low or you could be zapped, laddie.”
The hoverdrone zoomed along millimetres above the floor, skirting around Stinkman’s robot legs into the
control room then swooping up to hover at ceiling height. Justor sent his video stream to Aleesha who
rendered it to the MacView screen.
Matthew saw the familiar figure of ZED-ONE crouched behind a desk. He was wearing a white lab coat, his
shaven head glistening with sweat. His small piggy yellow eyes magnified by the thick lenses of his special
Z-GOG spectacles. His robotic arms were twitching and his robotic legs were shaking with irritation. One
robotic hand held a thick slice of toasted baguette covered in a black paste which had stained his mouth
and lips black. The MacView analysis confirmed this as liquorice and toadstool pate with added crunchy bits
from burnt cashew nuts. This concoction had been marketed as Z-SMARM and was ZED-ONE’s favourite
food. Z-CORP had once tried to sell it as a health food, but it had been rejected by the public because of
its horrible bitter taste (burnt radishes) and revolting smell (vampire bat pee).
Even wearing ZED-GOGS, the Cyborg could not see Justor hovering silently, high in the corner of the room.
Z-CORP had once tried to market these ZED-GOGS as ‘night to day e-vision specs’. These had been quickly
banned by the authorities because they showed people naked, causing public outrage.
Matthew’s ear bud picked up angry transmissions from ZED-ONE:

“Stinkman you dolt, what do you see, tell me?”
Stinkman replied in his dull, slow and monotone synthesized voice:
“My revered Zylonic Overlord, the corridor is empty except for a pile of elephant droppings.”
“No way it can be elephant droppings. Carry out a Z-PROBE analysis at once!”
“Overlord, I regret to report we are missing our one and only M32-C.”
“What? This is unbelievable!” screeched ZED-ONE.
“Overlord, I regret to report that the last recorded location of the Z-32C is exactly where the elephant
droppings are lying.”
ZED-ONE forgot to engage his Z-CHANGER and now his voice sounded weak, pathetic, pitiful, as it was in
real life.
‘Oh NO! Not my new toy, my dear, dear M-32C. Surely it has not self-destructed like those first M-32Bs
did? Don’t you know Stinkman that I have stored my back-up copy on that M-32C’s motherboard? That
program controls the secrets of my new wonder additive called Z-DOPE. Don’t you know that ingredients
must be mixed in precise amounts, following a very particular sequence, then boiled down at specific
temperatures? Have you not been paying attention, Stinkman? Don’t you know that I have personally

created millions of lines of software code to control the process? Have you not been watching me do this
over these last many years, you great dolt? Come here, Stinkman, I must make a new back-up copy
immediately.”
“Overlord, may I first have your permission to fire the Z-WAFT cannon? I cannot otherwise be sure that
the corridor is actually clear of intruders.”
ZED-ONE switched on the Z-CHANGER and this time his voice boomed, angrily:
“Intruders! Impossible, you heap of metal, cable ties and superglue! Come here and open your rear port to
allow me to insert a Z-FLASH storage stick. Don’t you remember that the master copy is embedded in your
motherboard?”
Before Stinkman could act or reply, MacMill squeezed the “Fire” button. The MacCryo pistol sent out a
stream of cryo-micro-strands at supersonic velocity, creating tiny but distinctive high-pitched
“wheeeeeeeeeeeeeeet!” sound. Immediately the ZZ-99’s probe tentacle was enmeshed by a cryo-kill-ball. The
cryo-ball looked as if it was formed of harmless shiny cotton wool. However, the core the ball was close to
Absolute Zero (minus 273.15 degrees Celsius) at which temperature atoms and molecules slow down and
almost stop.

This meant that Stinkman’s robot hand was now frozen, unable to move a millimetre, unable to fire the
lethal Z-WAFT cannon. The cryo-kill effect conducted heat from the ZZ-99’s motherboard and Stinkman
was rendered inoperable, effectively dead. With the removal of Stinkman, the entire Z-CORP Security
System, its manufacturing robots and its Z-SQUADS could not function. Seconds after the hit the cryokill-ball exploded with a soft “whoomph” and evaporated into thin air, leaving no trace as evidence. The ZCHANGER no longer functioned and ZED-ONE’s voice was its true weedy self.
“Stinkman, come here, dolt! At once. Obey or else.’
ZED-ONE saw that Stinkman’s comms-annulus was no longer glowing.
“Oh NO! Not you too Stinkman! Tell me you have not failed. Oh dear, dear Stinkman, do speak, please.”
The realisation dawned on ZED-ONE that without the ZZ-99 he was on his own. And he had lost his ZDOPE formula. Because MacMill and Justor had retained their invisibility throughout, Zak Zed had no idea
why or how his evil empire had been disrupted.
“Oh NO, what about the plague rats? What am I to do? I must escape to my mansion on Z-ISLAND and
re-group.”
Being a Cyborg he was part-human and would therefore be infected by the rat plaque.

Chapter 6: Stinking Justice
Justor transmitted his images to Aleesha who rendered them to the MacView screen. Matthew could see
that chubby little professor was rolling towards a yellow hatch, preparing to exit the Z-CORP Security
Control Centre by a back-door.
Aleesha now relaxed and back to her old self said: “Master MacMill, I am impelled to advise that sifting
the mother board at the Cyborg’s man/machine interface reveals this yellow hatch gives entry to a Z-POD
escape vessel. This Z-POD is pre-programmed to auto-eject from ZED-DEN and fly at Mach speed 2.2.
Unfortunately, the data do not reveal particular destination coordinates.”
“Justor, deploy MacSpray. Seal the escape hatch. Let’s leave ZED-ONE to stew in his own juices.”
The hoverdrone fired the MacSpray which glued the hatch firmly closed. This glue was immensely strong
and resistant to chemicals, laser cutting tools and even small nuclear explosions. The yellow escape hatch
was now sealed forever, and ZED-ONE was trapped, even though he did not yet realise it.
He kept hauling at the handle, screaming in his outrage and panic:

“Open at once, you stupid, stupid door. DON’T YOU EVEN KNOW THAT I INVENTED YOU? I COMMAND
YOU TO OPEN FORTHWITH!”
The last view that MacMill had of the Cyborg showed ZED-ONE tugging at the release lever and pleading
with the unyielding hatch: “Oh, please, nice hatch, please, please open, please . . ..”
MacMill chuckled: “Come, Justor, let’s leave our dear friend to his fate.”
Without the ZZ-99, the ZED-DEN security system powered down to ‘default’ and all security doors
retracted into their housings, leaving Matthew and Justor a free passage. There was no need to exit by
the refuse slot and risk the quicksand pits and man-traps and a possible encounter with the plaque rats.
As MacMill and Justor headed along the corridor to ZED-DEN’s main entrance, the first ominous rumblings
were sounding. The automated manufacturing processes were now in meltdown, due to the lack of
supervision and control by the manufacturing robots who could not function without Commander Stinkman.
Moving at high speed on his MacPower boots, it took Matthew MacMill only three minutes to exit the evil
ZED-DEN and locate his MacTruck, parked near to the tall perimeter fence at the point he had intruded
only thirty-nine minutes previously. The MacTruck was also coated MacFlect and was invisible except to
MacView.
Aa MacMill pressed the start button to engage his silent MacDrive propulsion unit, the first explosion
erupted inside ZED-DEN. It was followed quickly by a second, then a third. The domed roof rose a hundred

metres into the night sky and shattered, creating a shower of tiny diamonds which sparkled first white,
then fluorescent blue, then a dull red before exploding in simultaneous cluster of yellow mini-blobs.
Red and yellow flames licked upwards and the walls of the ZED-DEN caught fire and became a molten mass.
Out of the billowing clouds leapt a lone plague rat, its tail ablaze. MacMill watched as the plaque rat ran at
top speed straight into a man-trap which snapped shut chopping off its head. Bright fluorescent purple
entrails spilled onto the rough ground. The rat’s momentum was so great that its decapitated body
catapulted forward and splashed into a quicksand pit and disappeared from the MacView screen.
Five minutes later the ZED-DEN had been consumed by huge red and yellow fireball. Unexpectedly, deep
in the ZED-Den weapons store the Z-WAFT cannons fired simultaneously and microseconds later the entire
edifice that had once been ZED-DEN was reformed into its constituent atoms. It was as if ZED-DEN and
all it contained had never existed.
MacMill chortled: “Right on ZED-ONE, way to go, my man! Way to go!”

Chapter 7: The Pits
Three days later the Grand Final of the WorMRA Platinum Salver Series took place. There were six other
teams in the Pits with the MRacers, all tuning their mountain racing cars. Although seven teams would
compete, only the MRacers and the Z-CARS had enough points to have a chance of winning the overall series
and lift the Platinum Salver. Although the weather was hot and sunny and the forecast for the circuit was
‘fair to good’, weather always a key variable in mountain car racing. Up in the high tops it could be freezing
and snowing while in the valleys it could be baking hot.

This final race would be extra tough, with its START in Milan, Italy, racing up through the pre-Alps to
Switzerland and on to the High Alps, skirting Lugano, then Bolzano and on into the Austrian Tyrol and to
Graz. The route then slewed north to Salzburg, down to Munich in Germany, back up into the Jura mountains
in France, dropping down to loop past Lyon before racing back into Switzerland to the FINISH line in
Geneva. This circuit had never been used before but had been rated experts as “BLACK 10”, the very
highest degree of difficulty, designed to test both drivers and cars to their limits.

Each team was allowed three cars with one back-up car and driver, in case of breakdowns or illness. To win
a race, all three cars in a team must complete the course. In all WorMRA competitions, it was the time of
the slowest car in a team that counted, not the first two. This rule had been adopted to ensure that each
team worked together.

The MRacers always helped each other, slipstreaming and blocking opponents, which was allowed. Matthew
MacMill usually took up position as the last of his trio. By contrast ZED-ONE had always raced ahead of
his two Z-CARS colleagues, leaving them to fend for themselves, so unlike the MRacers, who always worked
for each other. Always. Teamwork was the strength of the MRacers.

Even though the Grand Final was taking place in summer, because of the high altitudes involved, the weather
could be fickle, with rain, sleet, snow and ice as possible hazards. Anything could happen and probably would.
It was exactly the challenge that MacMill and his team relished.

The MRacers team comprised Matthew MacMill as Primo, Ethan MacCon as Secondo and Drew MacCon as
Terzo (third). The back-up driver was JonBon, an older man who though competent enough, was now losing
his edge and could be expected to crack-up under pressure. Thankfully, during the last few seasons JonBon
had not been called upon to race.

Each driver’s helmet was crucial to effective teamwork, the key to success for the MRacers. This was
because each MRacers car was fitted with an array of strategical located MacNanocams, miniaturized highspeed digital cameras streaming images to each driver’s host MacDot computer.

No one, not even MacMill, could hope to make sense of seeing so many images simultaneously. For this
reason, the multiple images and the data from other sensors embedded in the engine, steering and
suspension were managed by the MacDots and selectively displayed to the MacView screens through which
the drivers ‘saw’ their external environment. Only MacMill’s computer Aleesha had access to the infostream from Justor, data which she shared with her sister MacDots only as and when she judged
appropriate or when directed to do so by MacMill.

This world-beating MacView/MacDot/MacNanocams system, now honed to perfection by the MRacers, had
been provided to fighter pilots, surgeons, astronauts and others required to manage multiple and competing
streams of data under pressure, while making instant life or death judgements.

WorMRA had carried out numerous computer simulations under various weather scenarios, and had posted
estimated an EBT (Estimated Best Time) as 6 hours:12mins. The previous day, in a secret test run, Mathew
MacMill and his MRacers had clocked an unofficial time of 5 hours:33 minutes: 22.2 seconds.

The group of WorMRA officials were moving from team to team with their exhaust emission detectors,
checking the fuels being used were strictly legal. In charge of the WorMRA Pit Inspection Team was a tall
skinny man called Professor Bellows, the Race Adjudicator (RA). MacMill watched Professor Bellows on his
MacView screen as the unseen Justor streamed the audio exchanges between the man and the other pit
crews as he moved from Pit to Pit.
As usual, Eustace Bellows was chirpy, self-confident, and annoying in equal measure, cracking his drivel of
ancient unfunny jokes which everyone was obliged to laugh at. To upset Bellows was not a good idea. If riled
he could be vindictive, adding time penalties for even the slightest perceived faults in the race cars or
behaviour of their drivers.
As the Race Adjudicator, Bellows would fly the WorMRA helicopter which would monitor the race from the
skies, whirling back and forth along the snaking line of cars, checking for errors and mistakes, issuing
instant penalties to Race Control at each infringement. Of course, there would be many other helicopters,
as the Grand Final was a high-profile media event.

Chapter 8: The Adjudicator
Six of the seven Pits were both busy and noisy, with engines being revved and race radios crackling
messages to Race Control. Only in the MRacers Pit was their calm serenity. The MRacers engines, fitted
with MacSilencers were very quiet, almost silent, their exhaust sounds reduced to a quiet “bizz-bizzbuzzing”, no louder that a bumble bee going about is business of pollinating flowers in a country garden.
Unfortunately, the MRacers could not use the super-silent MacDrive propulsion system used in the
MacTruck because the MacDrive and the MacTruck were both still classified as military secrets.
Throughout the entire length of the circuit, Course Marshalls were out checking that the roads were clear,
crowd barriers in place and that there were no sheep, goats or wild bears on the road. In recent years, the
wild brown bear had become common again in the Alps, sometimes causing severe disruption by deciding to
snatch a sheep and lie down on a motorway or railway line to eat it, and then take a nap for a few hours to
digest its meal. As bears were protected by law, this could be a real problem.

MacMill viewed the scene on his MacView screen, watching as Bellows moved to the nearby Z-CARS bay.
Because of the absence of ZED-ONE, no one was in charge, causing confusion.
In his ear bud, MacMill heard Bellows say: “Z-DRIVER there, where is my dear, dear friend ZEDDIE today?”
The Z-DRIVER replied: “I’m not sure Professor, I think ZED-ONE may have been delayed by heavy traffic.”
“Nonsense man, ZED-ONE always comes by helicopter, as you well know.”
“Professor, I must confess we are worried about him. He has not been in touch with us for three days now.
We think he may be, er, unwell?”
“Unwell? What rubbish man! ZEDDIE was perfectly hale and hearty when I dined with him at his mansion
him last night. Ah, yes, yummy, it was. Roast iguana tongue stuffed with ZEDDIE’s delicious Z-SMARM and
washed down with several bottles of extra-strong Z-PONG beer. Ah yes, yes, yes, we spent a wonderful
time together, playing NinJaHa on our Z-PADs. I won of course another 19,000 Euros. I always win, you
know. Ah, look dear boy, here comes old ZEDDIE now, that’s his Z-COPTER there, yes?”
Everyone looked up towards the sound which filled the air:
“Whuppa-Whuppa-Whuppa”.

The Z-COPTER was huge, three times the size of a double-decker bus with 5-bladed rotors front and back.
As it settled to land, the downdraught filled the surrounding area, stirring up pollen, dust and broken
vegetation.
The key feature of the Z-COPTER was its high-altitude ability, capable of flying at 7,000 metres, higher
that intercontinental jumbo jets.

Chapter 9: START to Win
The MRacers were kitted out in their race suits, wearing their helmets, manoeuvring their cars onto the
grid with the help of the MRacers’ technicians.
Aleesha spoke: “Master MacMill, I have been reviewing the data from the final analysis of ZED-ONE’s
comms-annulus, data captured as he was struggling with the yellow escape hatch. It appears I overlooked
that ZED-ONE recently created Z-CLONEs of himself and Commander Stinkman, which he kept at his
mansion. Justor has just streamed transmissions from the Z-COPTER which confirm that these Z-CLONEs
are now arriving. Please forgive this oversight. The transmissions also . . .”
“No, no more advice, Aleesha. We have beaten ZED-ONE fairly and squarely in many races in the past and
we shall do so again. Right guys, let’s get into the cars and take our rightful place in pole position on the
starting grid. Remember, three ceremonial laps inside the track before we take to the hills for the proper
race. Ethan, you lead with Drew in second place. I’ll take the rear, do the blocking, as required.”
“Master MacMill, if I may be allowed to complete my report! Please. Justor has advised that the Stinkman
CLONE intends to fly the Z-COPTER but will stay ultra-high, out of sight of the

WorMRA officials. I think the Z-COPTER may be planning an ambush on the MRacers. Justor has tried to
read the CLONEs’ program codes but they are double encrypted. Please remember that the Z-COPTER also
has concealed Z-WAFT cannons.”
“Thanks, Aleesha, and no, I had not forgotten. Did Justor pick up any hint that ZED-ONE CLONE is aware
of what happened at ZED-DEN?”
“No, Master MacMill, not yet. As I said these CLONE programs are highly encrypted. I am running
MacDiagnostics to try to break the code. And do remember, Master MacMill, that ZED-ONE CLONE is no
longer a Cyborg. He may be willing to risk self-destruction to gain a victory, if that is how he has been
programmed.”
“Aleesha, are you certain that ZED-ONE CLONE has no human tissue, that it is a true robot?”
“Yes, Master MacMill, ZED-ONE CLONE is truly a robot. However, I am obliged to advise that both ZEDONE CLONE and Commander Stinkman CLONE each have not one, not two, but three TriTrillion processors
working in parallel. This is a huge challenge for me. MacDiagnostics predicts at least sixty-three hours to
crack it, unless of course there is an unexpected flaw in the encryption code. This means that these two
Z-CLONES are very powerful and therefore very dangerous. I am programmed to advise that we should all
flee at once, before they arrive.”
“Oh Aleesha, not again, you great wuss! You really are a scardy cat.”
“But Master MacMill, I. . . .”

“Enough, Aleesha. Let’s all adopt The ‘Power of Positive Thinking approach, or as our Italian cousins call it,
PPP, which stands for il Potere di Pensiero Positivo. And remember our MacLabs Inc motto: where there is
a MacMill, there is a way!”
Overhead the distinctive “VOOV-VOOV-VOOV” of the WorMRA helicopter sounded as it rose to hover
above the START line. The harsh crusty voice of Professor Eustace Bellows boomed from the huge
loudspeaker mounted on the undercarriage:
“The MRacers have not submitted fully to my new WorMRA Pit inspection regime. Accordingly, I have
decided that the MRacers will be awarded a PLusPENA of 15 minutes to be added to their final race time.
I am also pleased to announce the Z-CARS, have won my newly introduced Pit Inspection Challenge for
politeness. I have awarded them Z-CRED of 15 minutes to be deducted from their final race time.”
MacMill spoke, keeping his voice calm and copying his message to Ethan, Drew and the entire MRacers backup squad:
“Aleesha, looks like old Eustace is up to his usual tricks. Complete and submit our Protest Form
immediately. There is a short time limit on these forms, I seem to remember. Guess those 19,000 Euros
Eustace won playing Z-PADs might have been a bribe to stop us winning.”
Bellows voice blasted down again from the loudspeaker:
“Racers, have a great day. Enjoy your race and remember, the WorMRA Eye in the Sky is watching you.
Oh, and yes, the Protest Form from the MRacers has been rejected because it was out of time. And they

have also picked up another PlusPENA of 5 minutes for disrupting the work of my colleagues in Race
Control.”
Aleesha spoke: ”Master MacMill, it seems that the Race Control website was out of service for a few
seconds and my email bounced. I have a great foreboding. Again, I find I must advise that you withdraw
from the race and the perceived danger it. . . .”
“No, Aleesha, there is something fishy about all this. Stinks like ten-day old mackerel under a hot sun!”
Bellows blared from above:
“Countdown begins: Ten and Nine and Eight and. . . “
The noise levels rose to ear-splitting levels as the cars revved their engines to screaming point. Suddenly
the GREEN light showed on the race board and the flotilla of cars shot off around the circuit.
Tradition demanded that the cars must complete the first three laps in echelon, each team holding its
place without attempting to pass. By starting in pole position the MRacers would be the first to leave the
stadium and shoot out onto the mountain roads in the lead, as was their due. This was not an actual rule,
but well established race etiquette.
At the first bend ZED-ONE Clone and his team screamed past and the MRacers, breaking the established
norm.
Bellows blasted from above:
“Look, at last we see a team with courage and cleverness. Well done down there, the Z-CARS.”

Matthew MacMill spoke: “Right, guys, no holds barred. Get on their tails Drew and Ethan, I’ll hold off the
others by weaving and then catch up later. Aleesha, lodge another Protest Form, just to test the Race
Control website.”
Aleesha replied: “My Protest Form has bounced. It’s deliberate, the Race Control team are ignoring us.”
“As I suspected, Cyber-warfare. Right, send Justor to jam the transmissions from the WorMRA Eye in the
Sky, let’s make sure our dear Professor is not allowed to transmit any further PlusPENAs against us.”
Aleesha transmitted the MacView from Ethan’s MacNanocams which showed that Ethan and Drew had
managed to catch up with the Z-CARS who were now 20 kilometres ahead, outside the stadium and racing
towards Switzerland.
Matthew MacMill smiled, and pressed down on his accelerator button. His MRacer shot forward to maximum
speed and the trailing pack were soon left behind. As usual, unless something went strangely awry, the
Grand Final for the WorMRA Platinum Salver would be a race between the Z-CARS and the MRacers.

A few minutes later Matthew was hard behind Ethan and Drew MacCon, who were saving energy by
slipstreaming the Z-CARS. Although both teams were now separated by less than two seconds, the leader
board at the Race Control FINISH line in Geneva showed that the MRacers were lagging by 35 minutes on
the Z-CARS, because of the unfair penalties dished out by the Adjudicator, Professor Eustace Bellows.

Chapter 10: Black 10 Ride
The race had reached Austria, approximately half way round the course, and was now at its highest point,
heading for the next check-point at Salzburg.
The Z-CARS team of three were still in the lead with MacMill’s and his MRacers cars stuck behind, unable
to pass because of the narrow winding roads and tricky conditions underwheel.
At places the road lunged steeply, corkscrewing down to narrow bridges spanning wild torrents of greyblue water from the summer ice-melt, then up again with the cars in low gears with engines straining as the
four-wheels drives clawed at the ice-covered road surface, hauling the cars through hairpin bends to the
next ridge to start the sequence again by hurtling down towards the next bridge.
At the very steepest parts tunnels had been carved through the rocks, but these were single track.
Normally they would have been controlled by lights but for the duration of the race they had been set to
GREEN, giving priority to the mountain racers.
Sleety icy rain was falling in a steady vertical downpour and the MRacers wisely reduced speed to maintain
traction. It was no surprise that the Platinum Salver circuit had been classified as BLACK 10, the toughest
of the toughest.

At the highest point, a plateau which ran along a snow encrusted ridge, all six cars were strung out
several car lengths apart, moving almost at walking pace, skidding and sliding as they picked their way
along the winding track, now well above the ice line, crawling in four-wheel drive. To touch the brakes,
even with four-wheel Anti-Lock Braking Systems, would risk either a shunt into the car ahead in a pile up,
or causing the car to slid out of control off the road over the verge and plunge thousands of metres onto
the rocks and scree below. To try to overtake would be madness.
The other teams were already more than 30 kilometres behind, such was the difference in performance of
those lesser cars and their drivers’ lack of skill and daring. Justor had been zooming back occasionally to
check and had reported three teams had dropped out due to driver fatigue and mechanical failures. As
MacMill had predicted, this was now a two-team race, the MRacers against the Z-CARS.
Aleesha spoke: “Master MacMill, please listen to this transmission captured by Justor. The voice is from
ZED-ONE CLONE who is haranguing his other two colleagues. By an oversight by the Z-RACER Pit Team,
this conversation is being broadcast in clear English to all media channels.”

“Listen up, you two snivelling snails. Speed UP! Catch up with me and get through
that tunnel ahead and out to my side. DO IT NOW! Get your foot down and catch
up with me or your bonus evaporates, got it! Come on, get moving you dumb dudes,
that’s what I pay you for. I’m ready to spring my trap on the MRacers, with a little
help from my old pal Stinkman up there with his Z-WAFT cannon. But you guys must

get through that tunnel and clear by at least 200 metres for my plan to work.
Remember all three of us must finish together to get a win.”
“No, ZED-ONE, we are going as fast as we can. It’s a sheer drop to our left and
there is loose overhanging ice above us. If we make too much noise it could turn
into an avalanche.”
“That’s the plan, dope. We must get MacMill and his boys into the tunnel then blast
the slope above with the Z-WAFT and cause a land-slipped avalanche to seal them
into the tunnel. It will take weeks for the Rescue Teams to reach them through
millions of tons of rock and ice, by which time they will be dead from starvation and
hypothermia. Hee Hee Hee!”
“ZED ONE, we ain’t gonna do it! We don’t mind cheating with that doping stuff in
our plasma fuel, but we ain’t gonna have no part of this crap. That’s murder,
assassination, we’re hauling up to a stop here. We’re gonna turn back to warn those
MRacers guys. They’re real cool young dudes, you know. . . .”

“Oh yeah? You think you have a choice, dumb, dumb dudes? What about your wives
and children? Think they are home safe and snug, watching cartoons on Netflix?
Think again dudes! They high up there, up in the clouds with good ol’ Stinkman, in
the Z-COPTER, trussed up in a nice little ol’ stainless steel cage. Safe enough so
long as you dumb dudes do as your told. Say “no” to me and well, dropsy-dropsy, out
they go into the good ol’ cloudy-woudies. Did you know its minus 50 Celsius up there
in La-La Land? They’ll die screaming for mercy that will never come. Listen up Guys,
hear them shouting out to you in your earbuds? Eh?”
“OK! OK! We give in, ZED-ONE. Keep our families safe. We’ll do it. We’ll do it,
honest.”
“YEAH? WELL JUST DO IT!” screamed ZED-ONE.
“OK, accelerating NOW!”
MacMill spoke on the secure channel: “Justor, check the far side of the tunnel, pronto, pronto! Find ZEDONE CLONE and drop your MacMelt capsule on his him asap. He has sold himself out. No one will worry in
the least at his sudden disappearance. Ethan and Drew, slow down without skidding and stop, we’ll wait here
well short of that tunnel. No need to take unnecessary risks.”

Without warning the downpour of sleety rain changed to the swirling ice blizzard and the air was filled with
the deafening sound of the Z-COPTERs immense rotor blades.
“Whuppa-Whuppa-Whuppa”

“Whuppa-Whuppa-Whuppa”

“Whuppa-Whuppa-Whuppa”.
The Z-COPTER filled MacMill’s screen. Then he saw the Stinkman CLONE’s bright red Z-WAFT cannon arm
reach out of the helicopter side window and take aim at the mountain above them.
Aleesha spoke: “MacDiagnostics has cracked the code. ZED-ONE CLONE was telling a pack of lies. Stinkman
CLONE does not have the Z-RACER drivers’ families in a stainless-steel cage in the Z-COPTER. There is no
one in the Z-COPTER but a new ZZ-99 aka Commander Stinkman CLONE.”
“Excellent work, Aleesha. Justor, re-task. Drop your MacMelt capsule on the Z-COPTER, at once. We shall
deal with ZED-ONE by other means.”

The sky became dark and then there was silence followed by a loud “THUD!” as the steaming mound of
solidifying metal and plastic that had been Stinkman CLONE and his Z-COPTER hurtled onto the rocks
below and bounced off down, down, down to disintegrate harmlessly on the rocky scree below, startling a
herd of wild goats in the process. The sleety rain returned to a steady vertical downpour.
Alesha spoke: “Master MacMill, now that the code has been cracked, I have access to the Z-RACERS
communications channel. This is ZED-ONE CLONE speaking a few seconds ago. This message was not
broadcast live to the media:
“Stinkman, come in Stinkman you dummy! Stinkman, where are you? Have you crashed? Stinkman, please,
please don’t disappear just when I need you most. OK, OK, so you must have crashed. So be it. See if I
care, dope!”
Matthew MacMill’s MacView screen relayed the transmission from Justor showing the two other Z-RACERS
exiting the far side of the tunnel and then ZED-ONE CLONE’s voice started again:
“Ah, there you are at last Z-RACERS. Good, good. Well done. And Hey, your families are safe and well. All
that stuff about them being in a cage, just my little joke. Hee Hee Hee! Now, guys, change of plan, OK. The
worst of the circuit is behind us. No sign of the MRacers. Hey, maybe ol’ Stinkman fell on top of them, took
them out. Hee Hee Hee! Right, here we go and win the Platinum Salver. Follow me and keep closed up, right?”

The MacView screen in Matthew’s helmet showed the three Z-CARS snaking away into the blur of icy rain.
“Justor, keep tabs on them for me, just in case they get up to any more devious ploys to stop us. Right
Ethan and Drew off we go, but not too fast, no need to take risks. We will catch them up soon.”

Chapter 11: ZED’s End

As MacMill had predicted, the MRacers soon caught up on the Z-CARS, slipstreaming expertly and saving
energy. MacMill was biding his time, waiting as patiently as a fox hunting a mouse.
Still to come was the motorway stretch near Lyon which would create opportunities for overtaking and the
chance to wipe out the unfair 35-minute penalty difference imposed by The Adjudicator, Professor Eustace
Bellows. Then they would be on the Home Run to Geneva.
Now that MacDiagnostics had cracked the encryption codes, MacMill had full access to the radio traffic
between ZED-ONE CLONE and his two support drivers. It was soon clear that the CLONE was not happy.
Every so often the CLONE would race ahead, skidding recklessly around corners, with his nearside wheels
crunching and spinning in the loose stones perilously close to the edge. The other two Z-CARS drivers were
not stupid. Wisely, the refused to take crazy risks and so fell behind their leader. This created a wide gap
to open up between them and ZED-ONE CLONE, causing him to scream into his radio:

“COME ON, DOLTS. PUT YOUR FOOT DOWN. Scardy custards. Yeh, thatit, that’s what you are scardy,
scardy custards. GET MOVING, or no bonus, got it? Niente! Zilch! Nichts! Niets! You get the picture?’
There followed a skidding sound followed by a “KERRRUNCH”
Justor’s voice sounded in MacMill’s earbud:
“Master MacMill, there has been a partial landslip ahead. Take great care, there are large boulders on the
road. ZED-ONE CLONE’s car has suffered a direct hit from a boulder and then he smashed into another
because he was travelling too fast. He is still travelling at high speed but his steering is now erratic. There
is something very odd going on. The data from his comms-annuls is conflicting. It does not make sense.”
MacMill sensed danger, suspecting and another devious plot by ZED-ONE CLONE:
“Ethan and Drew, let’s stop and wait. I think this is another trap.”
The “VOOV-VOOV-VOOV” sound of the WorMRA helicopter sounded overhead.
From the loudspeaker, Bellows bellowed:
“MRacers, can you hear me down there? My radio contact with Race Control has failed. Flash your lights if
you can hear me from the loudspeaker?”
On the secret MRacers channel MacMill said: “Right, guys, give him three flashes. NOW!”
MacMill and his team flashed their lights.
Bellows boomed again from above:

“ZED-ONE has also suffered some sort of communications problem. His is not responding to my requests
for information. Can you advise what happened in the high mountains? I could not see anything because of
the sleety downpour.”
MacMill and his team remained silent, pretending that their radios were still out of action.
Instead, MacMill flashed his headlights again.
Bellows boomed from his loudspeaker:
“So, your radios are down too! Right, I must get down to Race Control and get this fixed. Bye-Bye-Bye. Be
good now, or else!”
Matthew watched on his MacView screen as the WorMRA helicopter swung away and flew off in the
direction of Geneva. Good riddance, thought MacMill, that man is a menace.
On their secure inter-car radio channel, which Bellows could not hear, MacMill said:
“Ethan, Drew, take a break guys and wait here. Have tasty a snack and some water. I’ll drive ahead and
check out what is happening with the Z-CARS. I’ll be in touch soon.”
Switching to his private channel, MacMill said:
“Justor, keep tracking ZED-ONE CLONE. Try to read his comms-annulus. Is he still steering erratically?”
“Master MacMill, I am directly ahead of him, here is a view of what is happening.”

The MacView screen revealed a rather pathetic sight. ZED-ONE CLONE was veering all over the place.
Through the windscreen of the Z-CAR MacMill could see that one on the clone’s synthetic eyeballs had
popped out of its socket and was hanging by a single optical fibre comms thread.
MacMill smiled and said softly to Aleesha: “Look at that. Even ZED-ONE CLONE’s three TriTrillion
processors cannot make sense of the competing data from his good clone eye and his detached clone eye.
It seems that ZED-ONE CLONE’s software did not have a default routine to allow it to revert to monocular
vision in such circumstances. Typical Z-CORP skimping on testing and development.”
It was only a matter of time. ZED-ONE CLONE’s car was travelling too fast when it entered the hairpin
bend. It smashed into and over the safety barrier then and flew out into the downpour. Fifteen seconds
later from far below came the first rumble of an explosion as the plasma fuel ignited into a dirty yellow
fireball.
In the aftershock, the sky flashed bright red for a nanosecond followed by the sound of a second explosion
caused by the doping agent. The air vibrated and MacMill’s ears popped. It was like the crash of thunder
when it is directly overhead. sounded like overhead thunder, vibrating the air. In fact it was like standing
inside a bass drum with someone thudding and thudding without mercy.
Gradually the sound decayed and all that remained was the rain falling like a huge waterfall.

ZED-ONE CLONE was no more.
Aleesha spoke: “Danger, danger, danger. Beware. The explosion has released an avalanche high above this
section of road. The front wave of the avalanche will arrive in 70 seconds, now 65 seconds. . .”
“Silence Aleesha. Ethan, Drew, you heard that emergency broadcast, yeah? Good. Go for it guys. Watch
for boulders. Stop inside that tunnel 500 metres ahead. These tunnels are reinforced to withstand
avalanches. I will join you there, soon.”
Ethan and Drew responded at once and accelerated forwards, heading for the safety of the tunnel.
“Aleesha, hook me into the radios of the two Z-CARS guys.”
“You are now connected.”
“Hi Z-CARS, Matthew MacMill here. Emergency action is required. Avalanche coming. Get inside that tunnel.
Follow me. DON’T ARGUE, GUYS. JUST DO IT!”
MacMill blasted past the Z-CARS at full power and saw in his rear-view camera that the two drivers had
understood and were following at top speed.
As he entered the well-lit tunnel MacMill burst out laughing. There was a huge brown bear sitting on Drew’s
car, eating a banana. Ethan and Drew were standing beside it. The bear yawned and Ethan threw it another
banana.

“Hi guys, what’s this, our new lucky mascot?” said Matthew, winding down his side-window.
With a loud screeching sound the two Z-CARS slithered to a halt. All five cars had reached the safety of
the tunnel just in time.
Seconds later the avalanche hit and the tunnel shook like an overloaded washing machine on high spin. The
lights crackled and failed. The tunnel filled with a fine mist of mud and small stones.
”Right guys, back into your cars before our new mascot decides to eat you for his main course!”

Chapter 12: Home Run to Geneva
The MRacers were on the last few kilometres, heading for the FINISH at Race Control in Geneva. What
seemed very odd was that there were no media helicopters tracking them, which would have been normal.
“Aleesha, why no media helicopters? There’s something fishy going on.”
“Checking.”
Drew MacCon was leading the team of three, with Ethan MacCon in the middle and Mathew MacMill
slipstreaming neatly in third place. Barring a breakdown or some unforeseen difficulty the MRacers would
be the first team of three to successfully complete the horrendously tough BLACK 10 circuit to win the
WorMRA Series Grand Final and the coveted Platinum Salver.
It seemed that the MRacers were set to win. They were on a Home Run to Geneva.
There was just one fly in the ointment and his name was Eustace Bellows.

Overhead the distinctive “VOOV-VOOV-VOOV” of the WorMRA helicopter sounded once more and the
voice of Professor Eustace Bellows boomed from the underslung loudspeaker:
“Aha, there you are MRacers. I have received a protest from ZED-ONE, an automated message, sent just
before he crashed out of the race. It seems that you caused a landslip which damaged his vehicle. Now
that the rainstorm has passed I have checked the scene. I have video evidence to prove the rockfall and
ice slippage. If I accept his protest, which is my privilege as The Adjudicator, you and your team will be
disqualified from the race for causing his demise. I can offer a way out, but it will cost you 1.5 million
Euros, to be deposited by e-banking secretly into my very special Swiss bank account. Are you interested?”
Aleesha spoke: “Master MacMill, I have made a recording and video of this blackmail attempt, may I have
permission to broadcast it to Race Control team and the Media?”
“Hold fire on that, Aleesha and open the comms channel to Bellows’ earphones. While I keep him busy, I
want you to check again the data-dump you took from ZED-ONE’s comms-annuls, back at ZED-DEN, before
it blew itself up. See if you can find any evidence of previous bribery by the real ZED-ONE.”
Justor was high above MacMill, flying invisibly in stealth mode, using his long-range sensors to check the
chasing pack of cars far away in the distance.
“Master MacMill, I am astounded to report that the Z-CARS are in second place, with three cars
operational. Permission to loop back to investigate.”
“Yes, Justor, at once now, laddie!”

Aleesha spoke: “The channel to Professor Bellows is now open. Data mining in progress.”
“Good afternoon, Prof Bellows, MacMill here. I’m puzzled by your offer. Is this because the Z-CARS team
still in the race?”
Aleesha spoke into Matthew’s earbud: “Master MacMill, I am sorry to advise that your drone assistant
Justor is now out of communications range. In accordance with the agreed interface protocol your
hoverdrone has switched to autonomous control. Master MacMill, please be aware that I cannot be held
responsible for his behaviour. I must also advise with almost 100% certainty that an error situation will
arise. I await your instructions.”
“Silence Aleesha, let me talk to Bellows without interruption, please.”
Bellows was speaking: “Aha, so you know about that, MacMill old boy? Yes, they flew a relief Z-COPTER to
the scene of the landslip with the Z-CARS back-up car. Its driver is young ZED-TWO, old ZEDDIE’s
nephew. Great lad is ZED-TWO. Did you know he is set to inherit Z-CORP? Chip off the old block but not
so free with his Euros as old ZEDDIE used to be. Made me a rich man, did old ZED-ONE. So, do you accept
my deal Matthew MacMill. No one will know but you and me. But remember MacMill, the Z-CARS are only
23 minutes behind you. If you don’t accept my offer they will win, because you are down by 35 PLusPENA
minutes, and might just add a few more PlusPENAs if you resist my offer.”
“Just a moment, please, Professor”

Aleesha sounded in MacMill’s secret earbud: “Master MacMill, now that we know what we are looking for, I
have found it. ZED-ONE was paying Bellows to cover up the use of illegal booster doping agents in his ZPLAS fuel. I have hacked into the Eustace Bellows Swiss bank account. I can easily remove his money and
send it to a charity. Just say the word. He has just over 3 Million Euros, most of it received as bribes from
Z-CORP.”
“Hold on that too, Aleesha, I’ll give Bellows one more chance to reform.”
Bellows spoke: “MacMill, I need your reply at once, otherwise I will disqualify the MRacers team from the
race. Do you hear me?”
“One moment, Professor, I just checking a technical point regarding e-banking. Please be patient.”
“Aleesha, try to contact Justor again, please”
“Master MacMill, I am rendering clip on your MacView screen that is streaming from Justor. It seems your
hoverdrone has learned to bark like a sheepdog!”
The screen showed a large heard of sheep running down the hillside onto the road, blocking the passage of
passage of the Z-CARS. The sheep were milling in a circle, scrabbling up onto the bonnets of the low-slung
cars. The Z-CAR drivers could not see Justor. All they could hear was a “BAAAAAH-BAAAAH-BAAAAH”
of the sheep and the “GRROOOF-GRRROOOF-GRROOOF” of an invisible barking dog.

In their excitement, the sheep were dribbling wee-wees and droppings everywhere. The stench was horrible
and the roadway was as slippy as an ice rink. ZED-TWO got out of his car to try to shoo the sheep away,
slipped on a jobbie, skidded, and twisted his knee. There would be no more driving for him in that condition.
The Z-CARS were down to two drivers. No further back-ups were allowed and so the Z-CARS were finally
out of the race.
Bellows spoke: “MacMill, what’s the problem. I’m waiting on that money, otherwise I will disqualify you from
the race. Do you hear me?”
“One moment, Professor, I have some information which might interest you. Please be patient.”
MacMill changed to the secret channel to Aleesha: “Send that sheep video clip to the screen on Bellows
helicopter. And disable his link to Race Control again.”
“Streaming now!”
“Well, Prof Bellows, it seems that the ZED-CARS have met with a little BAAAH-d luck. What do you think?”
“Right, MacMill”, snarled Bellows, “that’s it, the MRacers are officially disqualified. I’ll inform Race Control
at once.”
The WorMRA helicopter zoomed up high and swerved to miss a tall electricity pylon.
“Race Control, Bellows here, come in please, over.”
No response was received as his transmission was blocked by Aleesha.

“Race Control, if you can hear this transmission, come in at once, over.”
“Professor Bellows. MacMill here again. I have made a recording of your blackmail attempt and propose to
broadcast it to both Race Control and the Media Hub at Geneva. Unless of course, you rescind our Plus
PENAs and give us the level playing field, as we deserve.”
Bellows replied on his loudspeaker:
“HOW DARE YOU THREATEN ME, YOU YOUNG WHIPPERSNAPPER!”
In fit of red rage Bellows swooped down in the WorMRA helicopter and buzzed the MRacers team, flying
so low that his landing wheels scorched the roof of MacMill’s car, causing Matthew to swerve violently,
almost skidding over the steep edge until he regained control.
“Professor Bellows, I now also have video footage of your attack. This is your last chance. Will you cancel
our PLusPENA minutes or will I broadcast your pathetic attempt to blackmail us and your crazy attack?”
In his MacView screen Matthew watched. The WorMRA helicopter as it swung round in a tight curve, making
ready to attack the MRacers from behind. Then MacMill watch in horror as the WorMRA helicopter
crabbed sideways. Bellows arm came out of the side window.
Justor flew into view.

Reluctantly, on the grounds of self-preservation, MacMill gave his command.
“Justor, fire a MacInk pellet at Bellow’s cockpit window.”
The hoverdrone responded immediately.
The pellet exploded, smearing the helicopter’s windscreen with greasy grey gunge, making it opaque.
Matthew watched the drama in his MacView screen. Flying blind, Bellows flew too close to a pylon. The
helicopter’s tail rotor clipped the pylon, and the blades flew off and zinged into the hillside. The helicopter
could no longer resist the torque of the main rotors and began to whirl around in circles. Bellows panicked
and tried to make an emergency landing but whacked into the mountainside, bouncing high into the air and
exploding in a burning fireball.

The evil and devious Professor Eustace Bellows was no more.
“Right guys, time to speed up. Let’s get to the FINISH at Geneva and collect our rightful prize. Lead on
Drew MacCon, let it rip, laddie!”
Aleesha spoke: “Master MacMill, shall I donate all of Professor Bellows dirty money to the ‘Keep The Alps
Tidy Group’? After all, they are going to have a lot of debris to clear up to do.”
“Great idea. Transfer it by e-banking now. Say it’s a posthumous gift from ZED-ONE. After all, it was his
money once upon a time. And he was responsible for all of the mess.”
“Right guys, line abreast for the FINISH line. We’ve won the Platinum Salver for the third year in a row.
Pity about old ZED-ONE and his Z-CARS. Pity about old Bellows but, to be fair, they both had it coming.”
As the MRacers zoomed across the FINISH line, Justor did several ‘loop the loops’, but of course only
MacMill could see this on his MacView screen.
“Justor, behave yourself laddie. You are being a BAAAH-d boy!”
Justor replied: “GRROOOF-GRRROOOF-GRROOOF”
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This story is about a brave and resourceful young man called Matthew
MacMill. MacMill is the leader of a group of scientists and engineers
who work at MacLabs where they invent clever devices for the benefit
of mankind.
As a hobby, MacMill and his team of MRacers compete in the World
Mountain Race (WorMRA) series, hoping to win the Platinum Salver.
Their main rivals are the Z-CARS, led by a Cyborg who calls himself
ZED-ONE. The Cyborg is ruthless and will stop at nothing to win by
adding illegal additives to his Z-PLAS fuel. ZED-ONE never obeyed
rules if they got in his way.

